SEPTEMBER 2020 RELEASE NOTES
New Features
Title

Description

Alert management - new automated
confirmation and billing flag

Added automation to support the identification and automated billing of alerts
created manually by Flash personnel.

Order management – new automated
confirmation and billing flag

Added automation to support the identification and automated billing of orders
created manually by Flash personnel.

Compliance Hold management

Created a Compliance Hold tool that will provide greater efficiency to the Trade
Operations management team.

Security updates

Redesigned user authentication and user support tools, including support for
improved password protocols and multi-factor authentication.

Maintenance
Title

Description

Cycle Count Scanning Update

Made improvements to the Parts or FLPN Scan functionality.

MPL Compliance data

Update to share multiple ECCNs from the MPL to the Import and Export Management
System.

Status field update

Update to MPL file manager to differentiate between partial updates and completed
updates.

Date Overflow issues

Removed the issue where null date field was causing unneeded error logging.

Fix bug on State and Country fields.

Fixed the issue where tabbing of address fields caused an error.

Google Maps (Esri) removal from certain
drive situations

Removed conflicting functionality related to Drive orders. The ETA will always be the
same as the Service Level for 2- and 4-hour drives.

HK to HK compliance regulation update

Removed the requirement for orders shipping from HK to HK to have a Commercial
Invoice.

Facility Label Configuration

Change to allow a specific label type selection to be available for any facility.

Issue with waybills on bill alerts

Corrected issue where waybills were not properly saving due to value lengths.

SLA Calculations

Corrected an SLA calculation issue during multiple consecutive holiday days.

Update Replenishment Report

Update report to reflect changes to min/max.

Remove Duplicate CIs from Orders

Removing CIs uploaded as part of IOR/EOR process.

Back Order Process

Updated Swap Part process to execute Order Exceptions before opening order.

Order entry 2.0 browser error

Corrected an issue where the SLA format popup message would not clear and users
could not continue (Chrome Only).

Cycle Count

Corrected error when clicking Doc # link from Agent First Pass screen.

